Stream Suite Business Intelligence
What You Need to Succeed

2.

Experts say that being good is the new average. To be
successful, you need to be remarkable. Being
remarkable takes a new level of knowledge; it takes
business intelligence (BI).
The BI module for all Stream systems is specifically
designed for the insurance market with over 70
preconfigured Property & Casualty insurance reports
and the ability to easily create more. In addition, there
are dashboards, scorecards, ad-hoc reporting and
hundreds of measures for analytics.
We chose the 4Sight BI system for Stream Suite because
Stream is excellent at capturing data and transactional
processing. 4Sight BI brings industry-leading business
intelligence and analytics (i.e., dimensional, time-series,
and segmentation) to turn that data into information
for making better business decisions.
You get actionable data in easy-to-use formats for
analysis and enhanced decision making. With
Stream’s Business Intelligence from 4Sight BI, you gain
operational insight as well as the ability to fine-tune
your critical decision making and strategic planning.

Benefits
The Stream BI module enables carriers to:
1.

Eliminate guesswork. Running a business
shouldn't be like gambling. Far too often,
executives must rely on “best guess” and “gut feel”
decisions as they attempt to steer their companies
into the future. Business intelligence can provide
more accurate historical data, synthesis between
departmental data stores, forecasting and trending,
and even predictive “what if?” analysis.

3.

4.

Improve efficiency with faster answers to your
business questions. BI users can quickly get
answers to business questions without hunting for
data from within various departments. Role-based
filters automatically tailor content for specific
business users.
Get insight into customer behavior – uncover
hidden patterns and relationships. Companies
can find out what customers are buying (or not),
giving them the ability to turn this knowledge into
additional profit and customer retention.
Learn how to streamline operations with detailed
insights into business performance.

Take Charge: From Goals to Reality
With the 4Sight BI module there are over 150
insurance-specific key performance indicators (KPIs).
You can choose to view KPIs by these time periods and
more:
 Day
 Week
 Month
 Quarter
 Year
 Year-to-date
 Inception-to-date
 Last three months
 Last quarter
 Last 12 months

In Stream over 70 standard reports come out-of-the-box
with the 4Sight BI system, providing access to an
underlying database from which an unlimited number
of queries and reports can retrieve information. You
also have ad-hoc reporting capabilities that allow you
to create specific customized queries. Integration with
Google Maps provides interactive, visual displays of
geographical information. The drag-and-drop report
design enables you to create reports very quickly.
4Sight BI’s user-friendly, GUI-based system means you
don’t need in-depth knowledge of SQL or database
schema that would usually require a programmer.

Develop a BI Strategy
StoneRiver offers services to help customers define,
design, and implement a business intelligence strategy
to meet their individual business and technical goals.
Specialized analysts bring an in-depth understanding
of business intelligence and data warehousing to every
stage in the process extensive experience within the
insurance industry. While each project is unique and
specific based on the needs of the customer, StoneRiver
analysts typically help with the following:
 Business Intelligence Strategy: Help business

executives determine enterprise business
intelligence goals and objectives, including
technology strategy, change management strategy,

defining a roadmap of projects, required resources,
and timelines.
 Data Requirements: Collaborate with business

leadership to identify organizational pain points
and specific opportunities within business
processes to increase profitability, reduce costs,
improve customer service, and drive operational
efficiencies using business intelligence and analysis.
 Data Improvement: Identify strengths and

weaknesses in available enterprise data and provide
actionable recommendations to mitigate areas of
weakness, including identification of third party
data sources and data quality enhancements.

Business Isn’t “One Size Fits All”
Get the answers you need with “what if” capabilities
for underwriting, claims, billing, management,
reinsurance, or other areas. You can quickly answer
impromptu questions that surface in a meeting and use
actionable data to drive business performance.
Call 800-943-2851 or e-mail solutions@stoneriver.com to
learn more about how you can take charge, maximize
performance, and increase your profitability with
Stream from StoneRiver.
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